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Although well-known to active-
filter theorists and designers,

GICs (generalized impedance convert-
ers) may be less familiar to analog gen-
eralists. Comprising a one-port active
circuit typically comprising low-cost
operational amplifiers, resistors, and
capacitors, a GIC transforms capacitive
reactance into inductive reactance and
thus can substitute for an inductor in a
filter that an RLC-transfer function
describes. In addition, the flexibility of
a GIC’s input-impedance equation
permits the design of virtual imped-
ances that don’t exist as physical com-
ponents—for example, frequency-
dependent resistance (Reference 1).
The GIC, which its developers intro-
duced 30 years ago, has seen its great-
est application in ac-circuit and active-
filter applications.

Figure 1 shows a classic GIC circuit

in which the input impedance, ZIN,
depends on the nature of impedances
Z1 through Z5. The following equation
describes the circuit’s input impedance:

For example, if Z1, Z2, Z3,, and Z5
comprise resistors R1, R2, R3, and R5,
and Z4 comprises capacitor C4, then the
input impedance, ZIN, appears as a vir-
tual inductor of value LIN:

Figure 2 shows the GIC circuit in its
dc configuration. When you consider
the GIC circuit in a purely dc envi-
ronment, you can envision new appli-
cations. For example, you could replace
impedances Z1 through Z5 with pure
resistances R1 through R5. Instead of an

ac input-voltage source, connect a pre-
cision temperature- and time-stable dc
reference voltage to the input port. A
simple circuit analysis using ideal op
amps for IC1 and IC2 shows that the ref-
erence input voltage, VREF, appears
across resistor R5, and, as the following
equation shows, a constant current, IO,
flows through R5.

However, op amp IC2’s noninverting
input diverts a small amount of current
from the junction of R4 and R5, and IO
thus also flows through R4. Selecting
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Figure 1 A classic generalized impedance converter
provides a single-port impedance that appears at VIN.
The schematic omits power connections for clarity.
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Figure 2 Replacing all of a GIC’s impedances with
resistors creates a constant-current source.
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large values for R1, R2, and R3 helps
minimize current drawn from the refer-
ence voltage. For example, the circuit
can supply 2 to 10 mA to R4 and draw
only a few tenths of a microampere from
the reference source. Using tight-toler-
ance and low-drift components for VREF
and R5 ensures the stability of IO. Appli-
cations include providing constant-cur-
rent drive for Wheatstone-bridge and

platinum-element sensors (Reference
2). In addition, you can replace R4 with
a series of resistive sensors as in an
Anderson loop (Reference 3).EDN
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Since the late 1970s, designers
have successfully improved the

effective resolution and spurious per-
formance of A/D converters by adding
dither—uncorrelated noise—to a con-
verter’s input and then using DSP tech-
niques to average out noise from the
converted data. The most common
dithering method adds random-ampli-
tude noise to an A/D converter’s input
signal. Although this method works,
the added noise includes large random
peak values. To keep the A/D convert-
er’s input out of the saturation region,
a designer must know both the peak sig-
nal and the peak dither levels. Even
briefly saturating the A/D converter
adds more nonlinearities than dither
can remove.

Another approach adds a dithered-
frequency, constant-amplitude signal.
Figure 1 shows one possible imple-
mentation featuring a Linear LTC1799
programmable oscillator, IC2, that’s
operated in a VCO (voltage-con-
trolled-oscillator) mode in which an
applied voltage modulates the center
frequency. You can set the LTC1799’s
center frequency at 1 kHz to 33 MHz,
making it a suitable dither generator for
many currently available A/D con-
verters. Because the LTC1799’s output
comprises a square wave, its peak out-
put amplitude is well-defined.

You can set the random-dither cen-
ter frequency either below or above the
signal frequency of interest. For con-
version of a narrowband intermediate

frequency, either location may work
well. For an A/D converter that must
operate to dc, the only useful location
is above the signal frequency of inter-
est. One approach places the dither fre-
quency at one-half of the sampling or
the Nyquist frequency. When you place
it there, the random noise typically
doesn’t interfere with the desired signal,
and any aliasing that occurs only folds
the random frequency noise around
itself and not into the desired signal
band.

The circuit in Figure 1 operates with
a 20-MHz sampling A/D converter and
generates random noise around a cen-
ter frequency of 10 MHz. You can use
any of a number of techniques to gen-
erate the random noise, including dig-
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Figure 1 A zener diode, two stages of amplification, and an FM voltage-controlled oscillator form a constant-amplitude dither
generator.
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